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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0196241A1] 1. A single pole and neutral differential circuit breaker with a moulded case (10) comprising : - a phase circuit having a pair of
phase contacts (42, 44) connected to phase input (16) and output terminals (20), respectively located on the two opposing narrow side faces of the
case, - a neutral circuit having a pair of neutral contacts (26, 28) juxtaposed to the phase contacts (42, 44) with an interposed insulating separating
partition (24), extending parallel to the large side faces of the case, and connected to neutral input (18) and output terminals (22) adjacent to said
phase terminals (16, 20), - a manual and automatic operating mechanism (60), having an electromagnetic (52) and/or thermal (58) trip device
opening said contacts (26, 28; 42, 44) on a fault, - a differential transformer (66) having a phase primary winding (70), a neutral primary winding
(68), and a secondary winding (72), - an electromagnetic relay (74) supplied by said secondary winding (72) and mechanically connected to said
mechanism (60), characterized by the fact that said differential transformer (66) and said electromagnetic relay (74) constitute a differential unit,
that said phase and neutral circuits, and said manual and automatic operating mechanism (60) with electromagnetic (52) and/or thermal (58) trip
device constitute a circuit breaker unit, that said units are housed either in separate cases said side faces of which are adjoined, or in a single case
with a separating interface between the circuit breaker unit and the differential unit, that the neutral circuit is adjacent to the differential unit, that
said comprises a lower part housing said phase (42, 44) and neutral contacts (26, 28) and that the connecting conductors of the neutral circuit (38,
40) and of the phase circuit (54, 56) to the differential unit extend transversely to said interface or to said adjoined side faces, the neutral circuit
connecting conductors (38, 40) being in said lower part of the case, and the phase circuit connecting conductors (54, 56) above this lower part.
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